
TULIP

Created By Chris Horne, Amscan International Limited.

Perfect for Spring, this elegant design can be
created in many colours for a fresh, new look!

Product Required:
 4 x 36” Anagram Decorator Curves, your

choice of colour
 4 x 28” Anagram Decorator Curves, to

match or contrast with above
 4 x 15” Anagram Decorator Curves, Lime

(1639299) or Green (1669499)
 2 x 19” Anagram Decorator Curves, Lime

(1639399) or Green (1669599)
 1 x Green Foil Weight (991365-03)
 Balloon Bond
 Small Cable / zip ties

Construction Method:
1. Inflate all the 15” curves with air and heat

seal.
2. Inflate all of the 36” and the four matching

28”curves with helium.
3. Gather the tails of all 8 helium filled curves,

plus one of the air-filled 15” curves
together and secure with a cable / zip tie.

4. Create the stem of the Tulip by adding the
remaining 15” curves one below the other in a chain, securing with cable
/ zip ties. Add the weight at the bottom to anchor.

5. Arrange the 4 large helium filled curves to form the tulip shape, and hold
in place with small pieces of Balloon Bond.

6. Arrange the 4 small helium filled curves between the larger ones (see
photograph for reference) and secure in place with small pieces of
Balloon Bond.

7. Tuck any visible tails up between the balloons to hide them.
8. Finally, inflate the remaining 19” Lime or Green curves with air, tape up

the tails, and secure to the stem in your desired position with small
pieces of Balloon Bond.

Estimated Labour time: 15 minutes.
* To comply with California Law, the entire design can be air-filled and
suspended from above using monofilament line. Alternatively the flower can
be air filled and mounted independently on a pole and base covered with
green fabric, with the leaves added for detail.
* For a larger Tulip, increase all balloon sizes to the next size up in the
range.
Download a Portfolio Image here: http://www.flickr.com/photos/amscandecorator/


